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AMPHIBIANS UNDER SIEGE
	

JULIE AHI

They survived whatever killed the dinosaurs and wooly
mammoths, withstood the comings and goings of glaci-
ers, and are found from the straits of the Antarctic to the
parched Sonoran desert . They are amphibians, com-
monly known as frogs, toads, and salamanders, and they

are disappearing . I am a Ranger-naturalist in Yosemite
National Park, and before my evening campfire in the

summer I wander through the campground and invite
people to my program . I am met with many different
reactions when the topic of the program is disclosed.

"Amazing frogs and toads! " they exclaim . "Why I haven't
really looked at one since 7th grade dissection ." Many
people have learned by now that some of the "warm and

fuzzy" creatures are in trouble and/or endangered, but
they are often unaware of the problems our smooth-
skinned friends are having . Frogs and toads leave a trail

in the fossil record dating back 200 million years . Yet in

the past two decades, their numbers have fallen around

the world . This decline has researchers baffled.
One biologist, David Wake, began his study on

Yosemite toads near the eastern entrance of Yosemite
National Park in 1959 . "In that place I found paradise for
a herpetologist," he declared . "We could not help but step
upon the mountain yellow-legged frog because it was so
abundant it got in the way of us seeing toads ." Twenty

years later his observations were quite different . " I still

found a few frogs, but they were hard to find, " he

reported . "You had to work for it ." In the 1980s, Wake

returned to the site once more . His fervent looking went
unrewarded. There was "nothing, no frogs at all," he said.

"Something was happening, and I didn ' t know what ."
For an animal that has adapted to so much through-

out its tenure on earth, this abrupt demise piqued my

curiosity. Frogs and toads, we suspect, can act as environ-

mental barometers regarding the health of the planet . A

crude measure of safety in the early mining days was to
take a canary down into the shaft. If, in picking or blast-
ing, a pocket of odorless, poisonous gas was uncovered,
the bird would expire and the miners would hightail it to

fresh air. Scientists fear that frogs and toads are today ' s

environmental canaries . Thus the fact that they are dis-

appearing from many of their prime habitats throughout
the world should be cause for concern.

In Yosemite, concern has led to action. National
Biological Service researchers Gary Fellers and Charles
Drost were funded by the Yosemite Association to survey

40 sites during the summer of 1992 . They resurveyed the

same sites first studied by Joseph Grinnell and T
Storer in their classic work on Yosemite wildlife bete
1914 and 1919 . A complete inventory of amphibiai
the park has not been done since the Grinnell studies
then most regions in the Sierra have no baseline data a

Fellers and Drost followed a 140 kilometer transe

the Sierra Nevada from west to east . The habitats va

from lowland scrub and mature pine forests to al
meadows . The researchers looked for both tadpoles
adults, as well as egg masses . The seven specie
amphibians historically found here are : western t
Yosemite toad, Pacific tree frog, red-legged frog,
foothill and mountain yellow-legged frogs, and the (

Basin spadefoot toad.
Comparisons of old and recent data revealed s:

declines . In some of the sites there were few or no i
viduals at all . The species of greatest concern are
mountain yellow-legged frog down 86%, the we;

toad down 83%, the red-legged frog down 77% am
foothill yellow-legged frog and the spadefoot toa

which no specimens were found . The Yosemite toad

Pacific tree frog are barely holding their own
declines of 54% and 86% respectively.

Frogs and toads

leave a trail in the fossil record datir

back 200 million years . Yet in the pa

two decades, their numbers have fall

around the world.

The Sierra Nevada is not isolated in its declines;
are occurring all over North America and the glot

1989 a convention of herpetologists gathered in Enl

to discuss current research . Almost as an acciden

worldwide decline became evident to the participal
they conversed casually during coffee breaks . For e

pie, the golden toad, commonly found in the Monte
Cloud Forest Reserve in Costa Rica until 1988, dro
from more than 1,000 specimens to a single toad . I



~aeastern rain forests of Australia, the gastric brood-
frog was first discovered in 1973 . " It was so abundant
an agile collector could have picked up 100 in a sin-
night," says Michael Tyler, a researcher at the
-ersity of Adelaide . The gastric brooding frog disap-

red, and no sign of it has been seen since 1981.

fhe declines we are seeing are not happening in obvi-
v environmentally degraded areas but in seemingly
: :ne environments . Although we might expect that
n' of the native frogs and toads in southern California
r disappeared, it should alarm us that protected areas
suffering almost as badly. This is not a case of a few
ted occurrences . It is a whole class of animals that is

pearing, analogous to losing all our birds or rodents.
I wish there were a death star to explain it," says David
ke, now the Director of the Museum of Vertabrae
logy at the University of California at Berkeley. "I
t see a single toxin, a single virus . My theory is that

it 's general environmental degradation . That's the worst
thing . Frogs are telling us about the environment 's over-
all health . Unfortunately, they are the medium and the
message ." The variety of environmental problems and
circumstances affecting frogs and toads makes any single

cause questionable.
But surely human impact is at the root of it . On the

global scale our rising population and our ability to
destroy habitats quickly has led many plants and animals
down the road to extinction . Holes in the protective
ozone of our planet have allowed ultraviolet radiation to
penetrate the atmosphere . Studies confirm that ultravio-

let light can destroy amphibian eggs and embryos . Acid
precipitation affects small bodies of water, especially dur-
ing spring runoff. Yosemite has had pH levels in water as
low as 3 .9 . Lab tests show that a pH of 4 .5 or less will kill
eggs . In addition, some pesticides appear especially harm-
ful to frogs with their permeable skin, creating among
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Frogs and toads, we suspect, can act as environmental barometers

regarding the health of the planet.
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other effects an inability to reproduce. And now, laws
Legged Frog such as the Endangered Species Act and the Clean Water

and Air Acts which are intended to protect the environ-
ment are themselves endangered as Congress struggles
with attempts to weaken them.

In Yosemite we have a multitude of influences that
might be interfering with amphibian reproduction . The
introduction of trout above the Valley rim, where they
did not exist previously, has impacted both frogs and
toads . Trout are voracious consumers of frog eggs, tad-

poles and adults . The recent drought has both caused

many ephemeral ponds to dry up before young frogs can
develop and has led other frogs to concentrate in deeper
pools where they are vulnerable to fish predation.
Bullfrogs, an introduced creature, now abound . Their
large size and appetite out-compete native species .

Amphibians have overcome many obstacles in the'

history on this planet . But the pressures frogs and toa

face today change so quickly that there is not enough tim
for adaptations for survival to evolve . Only throug

awareness, continued research, and the strengthening
environmental laws can we alleviate the pressures th
drive the clock of extinction . In doing so we may save th
frogs and toads and, perhaps, save our kind as well.

Julie Ahern is a park ranger who spends her summers i
Tuolumne Meadows and her winters in Yosemite Valley.
She has been working in Yosemite since 1988 .



YOSEMITE PLANNING-PAST AND PRESENT
Editor 's note: The following is taken from a recent newsletter, Planning Update/Yosemite National Park— Volume I,

prepared by the National Park Service and mailed to people who had previously expressed an interest in the plan-
ning process for Yosemite. We reprint it here, along with the message from the Superintendent which accompanied
the document.

ESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT:

'e'd like to share with you what has transpired over the
past several years and what is planned for the future.

Fifteen years have passed since Yosemite ' s General
Management Plan (GMP) was adopted in 1980 . The goals
of the GMP are still valid: to reclaim priceless beauty,

reduce cars and congestion, and allow natural processes
So prevail.

Many of the goals of the GMP have already been
complished and steady progress has been made in
eloping the required plans, studies and documenta-

n which are essential for further implementation.
We are ready to take the next step in fulfilling

mite 's GMP—preparation of the Valley Imple-

tation Plan (VIP) . The intent of the VIP is to improve
mite Valley access and circulation, remove unneces-
roads and buildings, and reclaim priceless beauty

le enhancing visitor enjoyment.

The vision for Yosemite is one of more extensive
down and fewer roads and buildings . The visitor
rience should be dominated by the wonder of the

ley rather than the frustration of dealing with traffic
parking. More opportunities to hike, bicycle, and

joy interpretive activities is the goal . Through imple-
ntation of the VIP, we hope to realize this vision for

mite Valley—to ensure that this unique resource will
protected not only for today but for future generations.
We will be producing newsletters, holding public
efings and releasing documents for public review
ich will be used to refine alternatives and select a final
posal . We are seeking public input throughout the

tire process . If you are interested in participating,
se write to me:

Superintendent, Yosemite National Park, P.O . Box 577,

mite, CA 95389 ATTN : VIP Planning Process.

Yosemite belongs to all Americans and we want your
p in charting its future .

The following overview is provided to explain how the
current planning activities relate to the GMP and other

planning efforts.

1980

	

air PLAN (G

In 1980 the National Park Service (NPS) completed a
long-range conceptual plan to guide the future of
Yosemite National Park . The primary goals of the General
Management Plan were to reclaim priceless beauty,

reduce cars and congestion, and allow natural systems to
prevail . Two major recommendations of the plan for
reducing congestion in Yosemite Valley were to remove
most nonessential operations (including two-thirds of
the employee housing) and develop a transportation sys-
tem that would allow the elimination of private vehicles.
Park headquarters would also be relocated outside of the

valley. In keeping with the goals of the GMP, many pro-

jects have already been completed . Some examples are:

* Yosemite Village was redesigned to create a pedestrian
mall, eliminating 250 parking spaces.

* Two new, quiet, zero-emission, electric-powered buses
were added to Yosemite Valley 's shuttle system this sum-
mer.

* National Park Service warehouse operations and some

maintenance functions moved from Yosemite Valley into
a new building in El Portal . This move relocated 44

pieces of equipment and 421 employees out of the valley.
The move also allowed for the recent demolition of two
valley buildings and the restoration of their sites to oak

woodland.

* The concessioner reservation office and some ware-

house functions were relocated to Fresno . In September

1995, the concessioner 's fast photo building was demol-
ished removing another nonessential structure from the
valley.

* Valley campsites along the Merced River corridor were

removed and the areas revegetated . Ten Housekeeping
Camp structures (20 units) were also removed along the
river.

B. J. Griffin
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Yosemite Visitation
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* More than 600 parking spaces were removed along val-
ley roadways.

* Cultural and natural resources in Yosemite Valley have
been preserved and restored . This includes maintenance
of historic structures, preserving archeological resources
and restoring riparian zones and meadows.

Some of the proposals of the GMP were tentative rec-
ommendations based on available information and
required further study before they could be implemented.
Studies currently completed or underway are:

*A housing study and subsequent housing plan to deter-
mine essential housing needs in Yosemite Valley and

housing options in El Portal, Wawona and outside the
park.

* A transportation study for Yosemite Valley and outly-
ing areas to determine public transportation alternatives
to automobiles.

* A parkwide water study to form the basis for wate
resources management.

YOSEMITE VALLEY HOUSING PLAN

(HOUSING PLAN/SETS)
In 1992, the National Park Service released the draft
Yosemite Valley Plan/Supplement to the Environmental
Impact Statement for the General Management Plan . The
project had two purposes : to improve housing for the
NPS, concession, and other employees who provide visi-

tor services in Yosemite Valley ; and to implement the
GMP objective to remove nonessential employee housing
from the valley. It described five alternatives for provid-
ing housing for the 1,359 employees living in Yosemite
Valley.

The preferred alternative in that document would
have provided primary housing for 934 employees at a
new development site in Foresta . The majority of public

comments on the Housing Plan/SEIS opposed the pro- i
posal . In response to public concern, the NPS developed
two new alternatives that consider providing housing in
El Portal. The new alternatives will be described in a draft
addendum which is not yet ready for public review . The
proposed action from the addendum will be incorpo-

rated in the Valley Implementation Plan.

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION
MODES, FEASIBILITY STUDY
(TRANSPORTATION STUDY)
The Alternative Transportation Modes, Feasibility Study,
Volume IV4 Yosemite National Park, California was part of



a larger study authorized, by and funded by Congress to
valuate the range of transportation options, their tech-

: :al feasibility and their ability to reduce the presence

and impact of private vehicles in Denali, Yellowstone and
Yosemite national parks.

The Yosemite portion was completed in 1994 and
released to the public in 1995 . It evaluated two Yosemite
Valley concepts for intercepting day use traffic and trans-
ferring passengers to a visitor transportation system.

One option promoted a system of staging areas in
remote locations that would intercept day use traffic

enroute to the valley. Visitors would be transported by
bus from the staging areas to the valley, where they

would transfer to a circulator system to reach individual
destinations within the valley.

The second option called for a single staging area
located in an appropriate site within the valley where
day use traffic would be intercepted . Visitors would then
board a shuttle connector to the Yosemite Valley area
where they would then transfer to a circulator system

similar to that proposed in the previous concept.

The study indicated that an in-valley staging area site
would be the most efficient, environmentally sound and

cost effective option . Several alternative sites in Yosemite

Valley have been identified and analyzed over the past 20
years . Because of several advantages over other options,
Taft Toe (near El Capitan crossover) was recommended
by the study.

The Superintendent invited the public to comment on
the transportation study when it was released in June,

1995 . Over 400 responses have been received to date.
Most of the commentaries were concerned about or

opposed to the development of parking at Taft Toe or at
any other site within Yosemite Valley. Many also believed
that a parking structure was being proposed for the Taft
Toe site (actually, those design considerations were unde-

fined in the study) . Many of the commentaries also asked
the NPS to consider regional transportation alternatives,

including light rail.
In response to the comments received, the NPS has

placed a greater emphasis on collaboration with gateway
communities and regional transportation planners,
through its membership on the board of the Yosemite
Area Regional Transportation Strategy (YARTS) group .



Working with YARTS, the NPS hopes to identify and eval-
uate regional transportation systems and the potential
means of funding and implementing them.

Transportation is a vital issue and one which is very
complicated . Any final transportation alternative must
help achieve the goals of the GMP and work toward ful-

filling its commitment to eventually eliminate private
vehicles from Yosemite Valley.

10ESSIONS SERVICES PL .:

The Concessions Services Plan/Supplemental Envi-
ronmental Impact Statement prepared in 1992, defined
further the management of concession services in

Yosemite to meet the goals of the GMP. The CSP called
for greater reduction in the total number of overnight
accommodations and examined the types of available
lodging . The variety and location of food service facilities
were redefined to better meet the needs of park visitors.
The total amount of retail space was reduced and a

process established to tie merchandise more closely to
park themes . The plan provided for continued use of the
Village Store, valley warehouse, and the ice rink at Curry
Village.

The CSP was specifically incorporated into a new con-
cession contract which went into effect October 1, 1993 .

One of the unique features of the new contract was the
setting aside of nearly 5% of the concessioner's gross

receipts in a Capital Improvement Fund . Under NPS
direction, the fund will be used to accomplish major
rehabilitation and capital improvements to existing struc-
tures and to implement concession-related components
of the GMP as amended.

VALLEY IMPLEMENTATION PLAN (VIP)

The intent of the Valley Implementation Plan is to
remove unnecessary structures, restore and protect recov-
ered land, relocate other facilities out of sensitive or haz-
ardous areas, and reduce traffic congestion in the valley.

This will be accomplished by initiating and completing a
comprehensive plan and a multi-year implementation
program for Yosemite Valley.

In December 1993, the public was invited to provide
input to guide the early stages of the planning process.
Nearly 150 individuals, organizations and government
representatives responded . Of the 83 separate issue'
raised, those most frequently mentioned centered around
transportation, employee housing, restoration of recov•

ered lands, day use limits and reservation systems, and tin
improvement of interpretive services.

The input from public comments as well as the infor
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tricts, vegetation, soils and scenic quality . From these data
fivers, a single resource based land use suitability map
Iras produced . This map will help park managers remove
Facilities from high value and sensitive areas.

A functional and space inventory (Operations
Functional Analysis, 1993) was prepared to determine
`ow the park could carry out its mission with the fewest
possible facilities in the valley . The data in the functional
'dialysis, along with other information, will determine
which buildings should be removed from the valley and
what size space is needed for functions that are to remain.

A cultural landscape study entitled Yosemite Valley

(Cultural Landscape Report, 1994 (CLR), was prepared to
document, evaluate and analyze the Yosemite Valley land-

/cape from a number of perspectives . The ultimate goal
Jf the CLR is to provide planning guidance which
pad^

	

resses cultural, historic and natural resources.
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The NPS is still in the process of evaluating the issues
d recommendations given by the public . Discussions
e continuing with a great number of interested individ-

eals, agencies and organizations . Park managers hope in
*1e near future to begin presenting various alternatives

at are being developed both in response to public corn-

!0nent and with the information derived from he various

. tudies . In the meantime, the NPS remains interested in

v contributions the public might make toward the
velopment of the VIP.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

Yosemite is at a crossroads. At the time the GMP was
released in 1980, the park's visitation was 2 .5 million . By
1994, the figures nearly doubled with 4 .1 million people
visiting the park. Traffic volumes in Yosemite have
become so high as a result of increased visitation, that
access to the park had to be restricted for seven weekends

between May and July in 1995 . The high volumes of traf-
fic adversely impact resources, often compromise visitor
safety and diminish the visitor experience . Given the daily
vehicle congestion and resource damage resulting from
current visitation levels, unrestricted access to the park

cannot continue.
Increasing pressures have made it more important

than ever to move forward in implementing the goals and
objectives of the General Management Plan — to reclaim
priceless beauty, reduce cars and congestion, and allow
natural processes to prevail . A day use reservation system
is also being considered for reducing congestion.

The vision for Yosemite Valley is one of more exten-
sive meadows and fewer roads and buildings . The visitor

experience should be dominated by the wonder of the
valley rather than the frustration of dealing with traffic
and parking. More opportunities to hike, bicycle and
enjoy interpretive activities is the goal . Through imple-
mentation of the VIP, we hope to realize this vision for
Yosemite Valley — to ensure this unique resource will be

protected not only for today, but for future generations.
We encourage you to participate and remain involved

in fulfilling the goals of the 1980 General Management
Plan.

nation from the transportation study, the employee
using study and the Concession Services Plan provided

the NPS with enough material to begin preparation of the
P. Before the planning process could begin, three very

analyses needed to be conductedportant

	

.
A geographic information system (GIS) was used to

analyze all resource values in the valley including flood-
ins, wetlands, archeological and historic sites and dis



ANNUAL REPORT 1995

s years go, 1995 offered more than its share of challenge and excitement in Yosemite . Not only ,

did it start with one of the heaviest snow accumulations in years, but there were a variety of

natural and human events that combined to keep everyone from assuming that anything

would be "normal ."

Following heavy rains, the Arch Rock Road above El Portal collapsed and fell into the Merced

River in March. At the same time, snow and rock closed the other entrances to Yosemite, and for

a short time, Yosemite Valley was isolated from the rest of the world . The Arch Rock Road

remained closed for over a month, turning the normally simple trip from the Yosemite

Association offices to Yosemite Valley into a three hour driving marathon.

The heavy snow pack meant a very late opening for the Tioga Road and the Tuolumne

Meadows visitor center. The average opening date for the center is May 15, but it didn 't throw

wide its doors this year until July 22 . Other complications included the closure for the season of

the Tuolumne Meadows Campground for sewer repairs, and the slow snow melt which made the

park's high country inaccessible until very late in the summer . For the first time since they were

built, the High Sierra Camps did not open.

On the human front, the Yosemite Association's operation was disrupted in August following

the kidnapping of a ranger, her escape, and the search for her abductor . The park closed briefly,

and when it re-opened, all visitors were made subjects of searches and experienced long delays

The incident was a prelude to the federal budget wars of November and December.

Without an approved budget, the federal government shut down in November for seven days

resulting in Yosemite 's closure for two days . A stop-gap measure was passed that allowed the

parks to open again, but a repeat scenario developed in December . Unable to reach agreemen

on the budget, Congress and the President forced a second closure, this one much longer . It lasted

from December 18 through January 7 . Visitors were deprived of Christmas in Yosemite, the

Bracebridge Dinners were cancelled, and many long-term plans of a trip to Yosemite were

spoiled.

Despite all these remarkable occurrences, the Yosemite Association enjoyed a relatively pros-

perous and rewarding year, as detailed below . We appreciate all those who support us through

rain and shine (and snow and rock fall), and look forward to working with the many people who

make our activities exciting and successful during the coming year.

The images accompanying the Annual Report are by photographer Jerry Uelsmann, whose creative work
will be on exhibit in Yosemite this summer (see page 17).

io
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BOARD AND STAFF

This year 's fall election

resulted in renewed terms
on the Yosemite Associ-
ation Board of Trustees
for two incumbents, Bill
Alsup and Bob Eckart.
Both were nominated by

committee and ran unop-
posed, being declared
winners without the bal-
loting process.

Bill Alsup 's interest
and involvement in
Yosemite are well estab-

lished. The San Francisco
attorney, a Harvard graduate who served as a law clerk for
lustice William O. Douglas and worked as a civil rights
lawyer in Mississippi early in his career, first joined the
Board in 1989 . As a photographer, author, YA seminar
trip leader, and dynamic participant in this and other
organizations, he has made the well-being of Yosemite

National Park an integral part of his activities for over
twenty years.

Bob Eckart grew up in Yosemite National Park,
attended grammar school here, and is a graduate of the
University of the Pacific and the University of California.
While he lived in the Bay Area, Bob journeyed often to

Yosemite for the "tremendous physical and spiritual plea-
sure" he found here, and finally returned permanently to
Mariposa County where he is Vice President and Credit

t Administrator of the Yosemite Bank . His intimate knowl-
edge of the park is a distinct asset to the Board, as are his
experience and expertise in the business world.

SALES AND PUBLICATIONS

The publication and sales program strongly felt the
impact of the unusual events of the year . Even though
there was an increase in sales within the park of four per-
cent, the late opening of our Tuolumne Meadows store
and the park closures in November and December
spoiled what could have been an impressive sales year.
Because mail order business dropped steeply from 1994

and wholesale business was off over eight percent, we
experienced a decrease in overall sales of three percent.

Our publishing projects for 1995 included the paper
edition of Olmsted 's The Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa

Grove of Big Trees : A
Preliminary Report, 1865,
The Happy Camper

Handbook : A Guide to
Camping for Kids and
Their Parents (a fun
introduction to all
aspects of camping, pack-
aged with a flashlight plus
batteries and a rescue
whistle), and The
Yosemite Grant, 1864-

1906 : A Pictorial History, a

beautifully illustrated his-
tory of Yosemite Valley
and the Mariposa Grove

of Big Trees . Y.A. also re-issued a paperback edition of

Railroads of the Yosemite Valley, a classic work telling the

intriguing story of the four shortline railroads that oper-
ated in the Merced River canyon . In the non-book cate-
gory, the Association published two new Sierra Nevada
Field Cards covering trees and wildflowers.

A number of reprints were undertaken in 1995 includ-

ing The Wild Muir; Domes, Cliffs, and Waterfalls ; The

Pictorial Guide to Yosemite (English) ; Yosemite Indians;

Discovering Sierra Mammals ; and the Yosemite Road
Guide . The Yosemite Wilderness Pin continues to be a
popular item (with over 6,000 sold), all proceeds from
which benefit the Wilderness Education Program.

Y.A. opened a new sales outlet in the Wilderness
Center, and it proved to be popular and financially suc-

cessful . Several of our existing sales outlets showed
healthy growth in 1995 . For example, sales at the Wawona
District Office were up 61%, the Museum Store grew

46%, and Happy Isles and the Pioneer History Center

each increased 28% . As noted above, the late opening

hurt performance at Tuolumne Meadows (-28%) ; the
Mariposa Grove Museum was also disappointing with

sales down 50% . Gross receipts from sales operation in

the park totalled $1,189,004 . A non-financial benefit of

our sales program was the information and general assis-
tance provided by our sales employees to visitors in sup-
port of the National Park Service.

YA participated in a number of trade and retail
exhibits, including the American Booksellers Association

convention in Chicago, the Northern California
Booksellers Convention in Oakland, and the San



Francisco Book Festival . The contacts afforded by these
appearances benefitted the sales operation as well as the
membership and seminar programs.

Highlighted by the return of the membership/informa-

tion booth to the mall, the YA membership program
experienced another successful year . Some 30 volunteers
braved foul weather and uncertain campground openings
to staff the Museum Gallery, operate the orientation slide
show, welcome seminar participants, give out park infor-
mation, and encourage membership in the Association.

Their enthusiasm brought in over 500 new or renewing
memberships, enabled over 67,000 visitors to view the
Museum Gallery exhibit, and permitted over 33,000 visi-
tors to experience the orientation slide show. We are most
grateful to these volunteers who so generously gave of their
time . At the end of 1995, YA had a total of 6600 members.

YA's other volunteer program, the member work trips,

saw nearly 70 volunteers in various locations throughout
the park (Tuolumne Meadows, Yosemite Valley, Sunrise
Lakes area, Foresta) doing revegetation and restoration
work for the Park Service . These five work trips were
cooperatively sponsored by YA which supplies the labor;
the Yosemite Institute which provides the meals and lead-
ership ; the NPS which establishes and supervises the
work projects ; and Yosemite Concession Services which
contributes the funding for the program . We thank these
volunteers for their dedication and hard work.

The first member event of the year proved to be truly
memorable . The Spring Forum took place March 25 in
Yosemite Valley in spite of rock slides, road closures, and
a significant snowfall just a few days before the event.
Nearly 400 YA members braved the elements to attend an
event that highlighted
such varied speakers as
Park Superintendent B .J.
Griffin, Patricia Winters
from the California Bat

Conservation Fund, min-
ing historian Susan Guhm,
and astronomer Ron Oriti.
In addition, numerous
walks were conducted
throughout the Valley,
covering topics as diverse

as photography, geology,
climbing, archaeology,
river restoration, and his-
tory.

The Twentieth Annual
Members' Meeting, held in
September in Tuolumne

Meadows, featured an

entertaining and informative talk by Michael Frome . An

award-winning author and conservationist, Dr . Frome ' s
inspirational speech was entitled "Americans Will Save
Their National Parks — Here ' s How." Members were also
treated to several naturalist walks and many joined NPS
Ranger Bob Roney for " Tales from the Woods " at the

evening campfire.

SEMIN''-

The seminar program experienced a roller coaster ride in
1995 like never before . It all began with the "Great Snowy
Winter." Hundreds of participants enrolled to participate
in our various offerings, but the deep, slow-melting snow

and the wet and muddy spring conditions forced the can-
cellation and re-location of many courses . Classes were
moved to new areas whenever possible, and instructors
and students alike were good about adapting to change.
One teacher gallantly taught alpine ecology in Yosemite
Valley! Many participants stayed at Tamarack Flat

Campground for courses normally held in Tuolumne
Meadows. Backpack trips suffered the most, with over
two hundred cancellations forced by trail closures and
impassable conditions.

The rock slide on Highway 140 impacted our spring
classes . We use the term "spring" loosely, however, as our
birding seminar instructors were hard-pressed to find

some sign of spring.
Two new archaeological courses were planned in

cooperation with the National Park Service in 1995.

These backcountry research programs were to conduct
surface surveys in designated areas that had not been
recorded before . Despite full enrollment of both classes,
the NPS decided to cancel the projects due to concern!

raised by the Mariposa Indian Council . It is hoped that
similar work trips can bR
offered in the near future.
To make matters even more
complicated, Tuolumne
Meadows Campground'
did not open in 1999

because maintenance work

was being done on th4
sewer lines . Snow kept
Tamarack Flat and Porcu-
pine Flat Campground!
closed until late in the sea-
son.

Field seminar students,
when they were able to par-
ticipate, had the special
experience of seeing the
effects of a heavy winter in
Yosemite . The major benefi-
ciaries were those studying



e wildflowers - there was a grand display! Our fine sem-

ar teaching staff and our devoted seminar participants
e to be congratulated for the flexibility and patience
ev demonstrated in Yosemite this year!

751 people participated in a total of 73 classes in 1995.
ere were originally 935 signed up, but there were many

ncellations due to snow.

THER PROGRAMS

Wilderness Reservation System
the request of the National Park Service, the Yosemite
ociation initiated a Wilderness Reservation System for

ckcountry users during 1995 . Based at the new Wilder-
ss Center, the system allows backpackers to reserve

ilderness permits up to 24 weeks in advance of their
anned trip. Thousands of hikers took advantage of the
ervation option, the charge for which is $3 per person
r permit . Y.A. provided the staff that operated the sys-

and answered the many phone calls that came in.

Activity Center
spite a move to the former Wells Fargo Bank building

at delayed things somewhat, the Art Activity Center

joyed its thirteenth year of operation in 1995 . The
perb staff of artist/teachers encompassed seven new

artists and represented a variety of states including Texas,

Nevada, Idaho, Hawaii, and Vermont . The classes were
held seven days a week for no fee April to October plus
Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday weeks . The Center
had 2526 people experience art in the park during 1995.

Yosemite Theater
The Yosemite Theater program completed its twelfth year
of offering evening interpretive programs for a fee to
Yosemite visitors . Lee Stetson continued his portrayal of
John Muir in one-man productions that he now travels
around the country. Connie Stetson added her dramatic
interpretation of the experiences of a strong pioneer
woman who endured many hardships in settling the

West . Gail Lynne Dreifus again offered original music and
songs incorporating environmental messages, in con-
junction with her group, The Recycled String Band . These
performers offered a fine mix of programs, both enter-
taining and educational, to enhance the enjoyment and
understanding of park visitors . Over 20,750 people

attended Yosemite Theater performances between April
and October in 1995.

Ostrander Lake Ski Hut
The Ostrander Lake Ski Hut, which was closed for the
1994-95 winter season due to significant problems with
the hut 's sewage system, has reopened for the 1995-96
season. While no permanent solution to the problem has

YOSEMITE ASSOCIATION, WINTER 1996



been determined, the National Park Service approved the

opening of the hut this year on a zero waste discharge
basis . This involves collecting all human waste and pack-
ing it out at the end of the season.

Ten miles into the backcountry and surrounded by
wilderness, the hut provides a favorite destination and
rustic lodging for nordic skiers in a season that lasts from

late December to early April . YA operates the hut at the
request of the National Park Service, pays for hutkeepers,
firewood, and other necessities, and handles the lottery
and reservation system through the Wilderness Center.

Special Trips
The Association arranged several special outings in 1995,

pairing talented and knowledgeable area naturalists with
visiting groups . Trips ranged from half a day with a small
family to several days with approximately twenty visitors
from England . A variety of activities were offered to
guests who attended a wedding in the park . The
Association received several donations as a result of these
contacts.

i at,, UAR Y

B. J. Griffin arrived in Yosemite to begin her assignment
as Park Superintendent.

MARCH

On March 11 Highway 140 closed when a 25 foot boul-
der destroyed 71 feet of road . The Arch Rock entrance to
the park remained closed until April 5 . Hwy. 41 also
closed for one week during this period due to rockslides .

MAY

On May 8 the park's new Wilderness Center opened in
Yosemite Valley with David Brower as guest speaker.

Park access was restricted on weekends from May
through the Fourth of July weekend. Due to congestion
in the Valley, thousands of cars were turned away at
entrance stations midday on most weekend days.

N

A new wilderness permit system began which enabled
people to reserve permits by phone.

The cables went up on Half Dome on June 7.

On June 23 a Yosemite License Plate Day event was held
in the park to celebrate that sales for the Yosemite plate

had surpassed 26,000 for an all-time record for special
plate sales.

Due to an unusually wet and snowy winter, the Tioga
Road opened late for the season on June 30 . While plow-
ing the road in preparation for opening road crew fore-
man, Barry Hance, was killed by an avalanche on June 13.

On June 30, the first electric bus arrived for use in

Yosemite in the shuttle bus system.

The Glacier Point Road opened for the season on July 1.

On July 2, with the opening of all of the park for the sum

mer season, the weekend traffic restrictions ended.

In mid-July the decision was made to not open the Higi
Sierra Camps due to the short season caused by hea
snow and the concern over resource damage due to wet
ness.

The Tioga Road closed for several days and range
stopped and questioned visitors in hopes of finding .
armed fugitive who was suspected of attacking a pa
ranger . The suspect was arrested in the park two wee
later.

Yosemite closed for two days as part of the federal shut
down over the budget crisis.

DECEMBER

The park closed again on December 18 with the feder
shutdown and remained closed for three weeks.

Visitation for 1995 reached a near-record level
4,101,928, despite the three week Christmas closure an
the spring weekend traffic restrictions which turned aw.
thousands of visitors.

1995 Highlights



Friends of the

Association,1995

The following fine people
and companies made gener-
ous contributions of their
lime, money, or energy dur-
ing I995. We extend heart-
felt thanks to them and to
the many other wonderful
people both inside and out-
pale the park who help us in
tavuntless ways.

Aceware Systems, Linda
tt, Marty Acree, David

quistapace, Jeanne &
Michael Adams, Ansel
Mdams Gallery, Bill Alsup,

Andrew, Jeanne
rew, Lisa Strong-

hauser, Connie Archer,
earl Baker, Bob Bandy,
'Cathleen Barnes, Annie

ett, Craig Bates, Sue
try, Sandy Bell, Ann

Mdlamy, Barbara Beroza,
to Best, Jack Bevier, Tom

Mo}'p, Booktrackers, Tom
chardt, Chrissi Boston,
ette Bottaro-Walklet,
e Botti, Laurel Boyers,

W Bressi, Todd
die, Mike Brocchini,

~a
Brownson, Ginger
ley, Jim Burns, Barbara

Cadv, John Cain, California
California[Marketing,

Mining & Mineral
urn, Adele Cameron,
Carr, Hugh Carter,
tte Catamec, Cedar
e Restaurant, Les

•, CH2M Hill, Autumn
Christiansen, John Clark,
'listen Clark, Sharon
Mark, Norman Clayton,
Mhrlece Cleveland, Sandra
Mift, The Richard Cocke
%rnily, Arnold & Carole

polongo, Joan Conlan,
ndy Cook, Mike

ett, Jim Corless, Terry
ddock, Norma Craig,
n D Cramer, Alex
pi, Crocker Museum,

in Cronin, Crown

Printing, Shirley Holsen, Larry Houser, Ron Miriello, Cassy Shenton, David Shestak,
Cunningham, Dan & Renee Houtz Family Restaurants, Mitchell, Mono Lake Sierra Press, Sierra Special-
Daniels, Lisa Dapprich, Clark Howe, Mark Hoyer, Committee, Sonny T 's, Jane Sievert, Paul &
Jessica Daskal, Eston & Eric Huffman, Audrey Montague, Peggy Moore, Edith Simonson, Doris
Ethel Davis, Starr Davis, Hulburd, Stan Hutchinson, Elizabeth Morales, Anson Sloan, Jim Slusser, Kathleen
Dawson' s Book Shop, Helen Ingram Books, Internet Moran, Russell Morimoto, Smith, Rick Smith, Jack
DeCoster, Letty DeLoatch, Outfitters, Diane Iverson, Paul Mullins, Jim Murray, Snodgrass, Jim Snyder,
Tony DeMaio, Pete Devine, Tom Jackson, Michael Lynette Murray, Gary Bryon Solberg, David
John Dill, Jean Dillingham, Jacques, Les James, Richard Muerle, Naturals from the Starkweather, Harry Steed,
Cathy Dobbs, Gail Lynne James, Robert & Diana Earth, Bill & Sadhna Neill, Lee & Connie Stetson, Julie
Dreifus, Janice T. Jeffrey, Deb Jensen, Erica Raymond Nesbitt, Jim Nett, Stewart, Georgia Stigall,
Driesbach, Dumont Jensen, Tim Jensen, Jane Nancy Newhall, Marvin & Russell & Janice
Printing, George Durkee, Jerger, Bob Johnson, Judy DeEtta Nicely, Jeff Nicholas, Strittmatter, Bill & Mary
Linda Eade, Larry & Susan Johnson, Louise Johnson, Marty Nielson, Jeff Nixon, Kay Stoehr, Erik Stokstad,
Early, Bob & Nancy Eckart, Mark Johnson, Susan Carl Nolte, Ethel & Gordon Julie Stokstad, Leslie Stone,
Chris Edison, Chris & Johnson, Bill Johnston, Norris, Jim Nortman, Pat Stoneman, Edgar
Candee Elder, Margaret Hank Johnston, Bob Jones, Ralph Occhipinti, Colm Stroke, Sugar Pine
Eissler, El Portal Garden Vicki Jordan, Margaret Jose, O ' Hara, Elizabeth O'Neill, Restaurant, Rod Supple,
Club, El Portal Market, Steven Kahn, Ruth Kamena, Mitch Okui, Carey Olson, Suzanne Swedo, Dean
Helen Emshoff, Rick Erlien, Glenn Keator, Bub Keith, Jeannette Olson, Oly Olson, Swickard, Jim Taggart,
Judy Ernest, Don Fay, Rod & Renea Kennec, Rita Ron Oriti, Mike Orona, Stephan & Nancy Terrel,
Virginia Ferguson, Jerry Kern, Bridget McGinniss Kathleen Orr, Bev Ortiz, Brenda Tharp, Ann
Fischer, Fred Fisher, Kris Kerr, Richard Keyes, Michael Osborne, Michael Thiermann, Billy Thomas,
Fister, Flying Spur Press, William & Maymie Kimes, Osborne Design, Harriet Steve Thompson, Mike
Janice Fogt, Roger Folk, Fiona King, Jim Kingwell, Ottaviano, Chris Paine, Thornton, Andie Thrams,
Al Fong, Tom Fong, Dave Dorothy Kirkpatrick, Jim Gene Paletta, Peter Paul Tidwell, Karen
Forgang, Gary Fraker, Klostergaard, Mona Knight, Palmquist, Julia Parker, Tomasovic, Cary & Wendy
Frame Arts at Photo Peter & Ann Knopf, Mr & Parkline Restaurant, Jim Trout, Elizabeth Tucker,
Express, Ed Franzen, Mrs Eugene Kodani, Jackie Paruk, Robert Pavlik, Val-Print, Chris Van
Friends of Ostrander, Sue Koenig, Joyce Koller, Patrick Suzanne Peck, Erika Perloff, Winkle, John Van Winkle,
Fritzke, Michael Frome, Kraft, Dennis Kruska, Ben Jack Phinney, Don & Kay Jan van Wagtendonk, Sue
Robert Fry, Michael Frye, Kudo, Jeff Lahr, Jeanne Pitts, John Pohlman, Jayne Vanderveen, Linda
Karen Fulco, Paul Gallez, LaMosse, John Lane, Kathy Pressly, Sarah Rabkin, Vanderwater, John Vittands,
Barbara Garcia, Bob Langley, Louis Lanzer, Eric Wilma Rassmussen, Don & Derrick Vocelka, Keith

Garrard, Ilo Gassoway, Larson, Joe Lattuada, Daisy Ray, Real Music, Real Walklet/Quietworks,
Frank Germain, Bill Lavender Hill Bed & to Reel Productions, Patricia Walls, Mary Watt,
Germany, James Gervasoni, Breakfast, Jean Leassick, Recycled String Band, Howard Weamer, Christine
Leon Glicenstein, Victor Martha J Lee, Mike Lee, Redwoods Guest Cottages, Weidler, Jim Weinel, Robin
Goldman, Sue Gonshor, Samantha Leeper, Carolyn Mark Reedy, Brenda Weiss, Jeff Wells, Claudia
Mary Lynne Gonzales, Lekki, Mary Ann LeVeille, Reichhold, Glen Reid, Jack Welsh, Wilderness Press,
Maggie Goodman, Dave Max Lewis, Peter Leyton, & Gay Reineck, Kristin Jack Wilkerson, Dwight
Greskowiak, Greywater R Burton Litton, Jr, Calvin Renwick, Anne Reynolds, Willard, Bob & Jinny
the cat, B . J. Griffin, Brian Liu, Gloria Longval, Judy Richards, Mike Wilson, Jim & Lynn Wilson,
Grogan, Mark Grossi, Maureen Loughlin, Tim Rigney, Pat Ritchie, Dave Patricia Winters, Fern
Hal Grovert, Karl & Susan Ludington, Marlene Luna, Robertson, Jerry Rodriguez, Wollrich, Robert
Guhm, Jack & Jane Gyer, Teri Lyn, Ron Mackie, Mike Bob Roney, Gene Rose, Worthington, Ellen Wright,
Don & Jan Haag, Sonja Maderious, Bob & Diane Michael Ross, Alice Roth, Dave Wyman, Linda
Hamilton, Oneida Manger, Mariposa Pizza Rufus Graphics, Karen Yamane, Sue Yacuzzo, Steve
Hammond, Mariella Factory, Marriott 's Tenaya Rust, Erick Ryan, Kristina Ybarra, Yosemite Bank,
Haney, Bob Hansen, Ann Lodge, Maggie Martin, Rylands, Jeff Samco, Bill Yosemite Concession
Hardeman, Steve Harrison, Mary Martinez, Kate Sanford, Raye Santos, Services, Yosemite Fund,
Helen Harwell, Gerald & Mawdsley, John McClary, Shirley Sargent, Don Yosemite Motels, Inc.,
Gloria Hasson, Robert & Noreen McClintock, Ann Sawtelle, Jonathan Yosemite Institute, Yosemite
Patricia Hauk, Mary Hazell, McDonald, William Schechter, Bob Schlichting, Winter Club, Yosemite
Lynette Heil, Kimi Kodani McCluskey, Ray & Marilyn Brian Schreiner, Julie Peregrine B & B, Bob Yutzy,
Hill, Merrie Hinson, McKeever, Jerry & Dianne Schuller, Scope Enterprises, Zellag the Analemma,
Historical National Hotel McMahon, Jillian Metz, Laura Seager, Dean and Karen Zaller.
Bed & Breakfast, Sarah Tom Meyer, Martha Miller, Marla Shenk, Mary Beth



Statement of Financial Position

FOR YEAR ENDING., DECEMBER 31, 1995

ASSETS

Statement of Activites, 1995

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents $310,099

Accounts receivable 76,589

Prepaid expenses 6,334

Inventory 698,730

Property and equipment 45,792

i OTuL :a $1,137,544

I^R'LIT1Es

Trade accounts payable $79,099

Accrued Payroll Taxes 11,391

Royalties payable 20,153

Deferred revenue 1,532

Vacation payable 13,018

TOTAL

	

ti IE5 121,193

NET ASSETS

Unrestricted:

Designated for programs 48,927

Undesignated 839,462

Temporarily restricted 127,962

TOTAL 1,016,351

TOTAL LIABILITIES
AND NET ASSETS $1,137,544

Free Publications
16 .7%

Interpretive
Operations 4.6%

Pre-Publication
Expense 8 .3%

Other 1 .7%

Interpretation 20 .9%

REVENUE

Publication sales

Seminars

Memberships

Investment income

Theater

Wilderness Center

Auxiliary activities

Designated programs

$1,587,716

114,671

232,908

5,501

62,263

49,244

84,179

7,359

Net assets released from restrictions

2,143, 841

74,192

2,218,033

EXPENSES

Cost of sales:

Publication costs

Auxiliary activities:

Seminars

Theater

Wilderness Center

Other activities

Supporting services:

Management and general

Membership

1,118,489

121,641

54,042

26,182

33,792

300,668

124,666

Aid to National Park Service

1,779,480

384,275

INCREASE IN UNRESTRICTED
NET ASSETS

2,163,755

54,728

TEMPORARILY RESTRICTED ASSETS

Contributions

Auxiliary activities

Net assets released from restrictions:

Restrictions satisfied by payments

19,392

126,302

(74,1921

INCREASE IN TEMPORARILY
RESTRICTED ASSETS 71,502

INCREASE IN NET ASSETS 125,780

NET ASSETS, AT BEGINNING OF YEAR 890,571.

NET ASSETS, AT END OF YEAR

	

$1,016,351 !

Information
Assistance 30 .9

Research
11 .6%

Structures and
Facilities 5 .3%



semite/A Personal Vision Exhibit opens

e work of internationally-known pho-
rapher Jerry Uelsmann will be on
ibition in the Fine Arts Gallery of the
emite Museum from June 3 through
tember 30, 1996. The photographs on
ibit resulted from his participation in
Yosemite Artist-in-Residence pro-

am and his excursions on the Artists'
:gh Sierra trips.

The exhibition coincides with the pub-
ation of a book containing this work
hich is also titled Yosemite/A Personal

lion by Florida State Press. The book
ntains essays by David Robertson, pho-
grapher and author of two books on the

is in Yosemite, and Ted Orland, pho-
grapher and author of Man in Yosemite

d other titles . Dave Forgang, Yosemite
rator, has written the forward .

Uelsmann's black and white pho-
tographs are a technical wonder of mul-
tiple images seamlessly assembled in the
darkroom. Humorous and disturbing,
the images evoke multi-layered responses

which have been described as teasing the
dreaming parts of the mind into con-
sciousness . Uelsmann has said, " I think of
my photographs as obviously symbolic,
but not symbolically obvious . " Ted
Orland has commented that looking at
the images " is a process that involves both
artist and viewer."

Yosemite Association volunteers will
staff the gallery as docents for the dura-
tion of the exhibit.

MEMBERS
New Internet Web Site for

Yosemite Association

Yosemite lovers can now keep in touch
with the park via "Yosemite Online"—the
new Internet web site maintained by the
Yosemite Association . Located at
"http ://yosemite .org " the site features vis-
itor information, news, a bookstore, out-
door classes, Yosemite Association
membership data, even a live camera
view of Glacier Point . Browsers will find
digital maps, 3-D Quicktime VR movies

from Yosemite Valley, the daily weather
forecast, and much more.

New 900 Telephone Service

Opens for YNP Information

On April 15, the Yosemite Association
began operating a new 900 information

telephone number for Yosemite National
Park . This 900 telephone system will sup-
plement the present National Park
Service telephone information system
which is currently overloaded with an
increasing volume of calls.

The new number is 1-900-454-YOSE

and is staffed from 8 a.m. to 4 :30 p .m.
(Pacific Daylight) Monday through
Friday. Callers have access to up-to-the-
minute information on weather, campsite
and lodging availability, trip-planning,
visitor activities, and other services in
Yosemite National Park . The line cannot
be used to make camping and lodging

reservations . For camping reservations,
call DESTINET at 1-800-436-7275 . For
lodging reservations, call Yosemite
Concession Services Corp. at (209) 252-
4848.

The service will cost $1 .95 for the first
minute and $0 .95 for each additional
minute . All revenues generated by the

900 line will be used by the Yosemite
Association to benefit educational pro-
grams in Yosemite .



MEMBERS
Summer Seminars - 1996 Yosemite Creek & Westward Assoliation Dates

July 5–7 — Sue Gonshor
May Lake

Have you signed up for a seminar yet? July 21-27, 1996:
August 2 - 5 — Bryon SolbergMany courses are full, but the following YA Member Work Trip, Tuolumne

excellent classes still have some space . Meadows
VogelsangEnjoy a learning vacation this summer
August 16–18 — Lisa Strong-Aufhauserwhile supporting your cooperating asso- August 4-10, 1996:

ciation! YA Member Work Trip, Tuolumne
Meadows

The following YA classes include all
Meet the Butt :raies of Yosemite

meals, dormitory lodging, and showers
June 13 (eve)–16 — John Lane August 25-31, 1996:

so you can fully enjoy these outdoor hik-
Yosemite Valley YA Member Work Trip,

ing classes. The seminars are planned to
(free camping or rooms at extra cost) Backcountry/Sunrise Lakes

be fun and informative!

Tin' c' ;,rat Sequoi . ;

	

"ect,o' d Present September 7, 1996:
An Introduction to Yosemite's Natural

July 26–28 — Stan Hutchinson 21st Annual Members ' Meeting,

Wawona
Histo Wawona
June 20 (eve)–23 — Pete Devine

(free camping or rooms at extra cost)
Dorm lodging and meals included September 22-28, 1996:

The Lifeways, Games, and Tools of YA Member Work Trip, Yosemite
Basics of Wildflower Identificatin . Valley*

Centrol Criifornia Indians
June 27 (eve)–30 — Dr. Glenn Keator

June 21–23 — Bev Ortiz
Dorm lodging and meals included October 6-12, 1996:Yosemite Valley

YA Member Work Trip, Yosemite(free camping or rooms at extra cost)
Mountain Wildflowers for the Relaxed Valley*includes materials
Botanist
June 30 (eve)–July 5 — Michael Ross March 23, 1997:

Beginner Backpacks
Dorm lodging and meals included YA Spring Forum, Yosemite ValleyLearn minimum-impact backpack tech-

niques while enjoying Yosemite 's beauti-
* Space still available, call (209) 37

ful High Sierra Backcountry. Pre-trip
Call Penny or Lou for more information 2646

camping will be provided in Tuolumne
about these or other seminars at

Meadows :
209/379-2321 . ** Members can make their own r

reservations with YCS (209) 252-4

ere are still openings for `

volunteers for this summer.
you 'd like to spend a month in t
park, call 209/379-2317 for deta

209/379-2317

If you're planning a trip to Yosemite
and have questions, give our phone lin
a call between the hours of 9 :00 a .m . a
4 :30 p .m . Monday through Friday. We

don' t make reservations, but we can gi
appropriate phone numbers and usua
lots of helpful advice.



Artist Stephen Lyman Dies

in Park Accident

long-time friend of the Yosemite Association, Stephen Lyman died recently when he fell in a

steep rocky gully in the Cathedral Rocks area of Yosemite Valley. Lyman, a gifted artist and
photographer, had been the featured speaker at Y.A .'s Spring Forum on March 30 . A resi-

dent of Sand Point, Idaho, he had returned to the park (reportedly his 41st visit) to explore,
hike, and prepare for several public appearances to promote his new book entitled Into the

Wilderness.

Lyman, 38, loved Yosemite and used it as the setting for many of his paintings . Motivated by

his desire to see the park and its wildlife protected, he (and his publisher, the Greenwich

Workshop) donated several posters and prints to the Yosemite Association to benefit education,

research, and environmental programs at the park.

Donations to the Yosemite Association in memory of Stephen Lyman are welcomed and will

be used to benefit programs designated by the Lyman family .



YOSEMITE CATALOG

13850 Yosemite Adventure Guide on CD
by Copernicus Software.

This is the first comprehensive guide on CD-ROM
to be developed for Yosemite . The developers made

use of this distinctive medium by including video clips,

slide shows, and music, in addition to all the information,
maps, and photography you would expect in a printed

guidebook . There' s a special treat for rockclimbing fans -
detailed photographic coverage of a climb of El Capitan

that allows users to zoom in on the climbers along the
route. With over 400 color photographs, topo maps from

five regions of the park, and extensive data on park
resources, this CD should prove useful to both new and

returning Yosemite visitors . One Microsoft Windows

compatible CD-ROM (Windows 3 .1 or later -

including Windows 95), Copernicus
Software, 1995.

CD-ROM, $29 .95

ADVENTURE GUIDE ON CD
A- Complete Guide For Planning, Enjoying and Remembering

SIERRA

NEVADA 13825 Sierra Nevada CD-ROM
by Mountain Images.
Backpackers and hikers will find this multimedia trail guide to the
Sierra Nevada indispensable . Users can access trail information

by features, trailheads, and trips, then preview recommended trips
or create their own . With over 2,700 different color photos, the CD

allows you to see what you'll experience along each route. And the
copious trail descriptions, elevation profiles, and trailhead infor-
mation can be printed out to take along with you on your hike.
Other features include toggling between maps, relief shading, trail

walking, guided tours, and more . The CD covers some 2,000 miles

of trail in the following wilderness areas : Sequoia, Kings Canyon,

Yosemite, John Muir, Ansel Adams, Emigrant, Hoover, Carson-
Iceberg, Mokelumne, and Desolation . One Microsoft Windows com-

patible CD-ROM (Windows 3 .1 or later - including

Windows 95), Mountain Images, 1995.

CD-ROM, $79 .95
SIERRA NEVADA

400 Sierra Nevada Field Card Set
Illustrated by Elizabeth Morales

These handy field identification cards depict the most commonly seen birds, mammals,
trees, and wildflowers from the Sierra Nevada region . illustrated with color drawings and

including information about the size, habitat, and other field marks of each, the cards are
unbreakable, waterproof vinyl plastic and fit conveniently in one 's daypack or glove

compartment. Particularly helpful for newcomers to the Sierra as regularly observed
flora and fauna can be quickly identified. Four plastic cards printed on both sides,

Yosemite Association, 1991 and 1995 . $11 .00



34315 Weavers of Tradition & Beauty -
Basketmakers of the Great Basin
with text by Mary Lee Fulkerson and photographs by Kathleen Curtis.

This attractive new volume presents new information on contemporary Native American
basketry of the Great Basin, largely from the viewpoint of the weavers themselves . The author
and photographer traveled throughout Nevada, and accompanied the weavers as they gathered
and prepared their special willow, dyed the bracken fern root, and wove their baskets . Their
experiences are captured in vivid text and in over 100 black and white and color photographs.
While children and grandchildren have been passed down the basketmaking traditions, those

traditions have evolved over time. By documenting the contemporary basketry of Nevada 's

native people, this book makes a significant contribution to the preservation of this ancient
and beautiful craft . 138 pages, University of Nevada Press, 1995.
Paper, $19 .95

34811 Women in Wilderness -
Writings and Photographs
selected and edited by Susan and Ann Zwinger.

In this volume of ten captivating essays are collected a variety of women ' s perspectives
and distinctive attitudes toward nature and the wonders that the wild has to offer . In

writing about locations from the mid-Atlantic coast to the depths of the Grand Canyon
to the untamed ranges of Alaska, these writers find beauty, harshness, solitude, and lone-

liness . And in each case, their spirits are nourished . Contributing authors include Gretel

Ehrlich, Margaret Murie, Cathy Johnson, and Terry Tempest Williams . The book incor-

porates 65 color photographs from such artists as Kathy Clay, Kathleen Norris Cook, Pat
Leeson, and Connie Toops . 100 pages, Harcourt Brace, 1995.
Paper, $19 .95

14430 Ansel Adams and the
American Landscape
by Jonathan Spaulding.

Despite his many accomplishments in photography and the environmental movement, Ansel Adams has remained one of
the least studied of our major twentieth-century artists . This hook is meant to be the first full biography of the photographer

and a critical analysis of his life's work. The work relies on correspondence, interviews, and published and unpublished works

to explore Adams's early influences, his friendships with other leading artists (Lange, O 'Keeffe, Stieglitz, Strand, and Weston),

and his adventures in the Sierra Nevada and Yosemite . The author brings one of the greatest photographers of our time into

sharp focus, while raising questions about the effort of humans to create a future that balances nature, progress, and spirit.
516 pages, illustrated, University of California Press, 1995.
Cloth, $34 .95

ANSEL ADAMS and the

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE

Jonathan Spaulding

a biography



07800 Yosemite Wilderness Pin.
Here's a beautiful enamel pin commemorating
Yosemite's unparalleled wilderness . The latest

in the series of pins for all of California's wilder-

ness areas, it's circular in shape with a beautiful

high country scene rendered in blues, grays,

and greens . A real treasure for collectors.
Approximately 1 inch in diameter . $4 .00

07510

Yosemite Association Mug.
This distinctive and functional

heavy ceramic mug feels good with

your hand wrapped around it.
Available in two colors (green and

maroon), it 's imprinted with our
logo and name in black and white.

Holds 12 ounces of your favorite
beverage . $6.50 (please specify

color)

07720 Yosemite Bookstore Book Bag.

Here 's YA's handy book bag made from durable 100% cotton fabric with a sturdy

web handle . Cream-colored, it's imprinted in blue with the Yosemite Bookstore logo.
Fine craftsmanship and generous oversized design make this a bag you ' ll want to

take everywhere .Conserve resources with a reusable

book bag . Approximately 17 x 16 inches . $8.95

07505 Yosemite Association Baseball-Style Cap.
Our YA caps are made of corduroy with an adjustable strap at

the back so that one size fits all . The cap is adorned with a YA logo

patch, and comes in dark blue, foest green and maroon
colors . The cap is stylish and comfortable, and

wearing it is a good way to demonstrate
your support for Yosemite . $9 .95

(please specify color)

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Order Form

	

Credit card orders call : (209) 379-2648 Monday–Friday, 8 :30am–4:30pm

07516 Yosemite Association Patch.
Our Association logo is embroidered on
colorful, sturdy fabric for placement on day-
packs, shirts, blue jeans, jackets, or wherever!

The newly-designed patch is available in three
attractive colors: dark blue, forest green, and

maroon . $3.00 (please specify color)

d by the Yosemite Associa te
Yosemite National Park

Item# Qty . Color Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

Name:

Address:

City : State : Zip:

Credit Card No: Expires:

Signature :

Yosemite Association, P.O . Box 230, El Portal, CA 953 1 8

Price
Each

	

Total

	Subtotal:

	Less 15% Member's Discount :

SUBTOTAL A:

	7 .25% Sales Tax (CA customers only) :

	

Shipping_Charges:	 $3 .95

TOTAL	 ENCLOSED:



NEW MEMBERS
ular Meimlbe °:,
Adams, Barbara Antler,
n Arnold, Mary Tchakirides
Mary Beard, Rosemary
Brenda L . Benadom, Sally
Lois Betty, Diana
enship, Chris Brown,

beth Brown, Virginia Bruno,
e Bryan, William & Floyd

an, Fred Camphausen,
R. Carothers, Kevin &

e Chaffin, Marge & Bill
I, Tony & Autumn

tianson, D. Linhardt & C.
. Sharon Clark, Deborah
Darlece Cleveland, David
Claudette Colwell, Sarah J.
r, Jere A. Cooper, Tom
Beverly Davenport, Dick &
Davis, Richard & Edna
Virginia Dewey, Patricia L.

at, Jim & Lucinda
ng, Stephen & Carisa
Roger L . Duba, Patrick

Duffy, Padraic Durkin,
& Mimi Edgar, Conrad
, Valerie & Leland Endres,
Fefferman-Andrews,

Fine, Erin & David
an, Nancy Foster, Loretta
Dennis Frieborn, Shirley

• 'd, Paul Fry, Paul &
by Ganzenhuber, Jim
t,Eagle Monte & G.

n . Marilyn Guske, Jerry M.
a . Michele Hartough, Jan
.an, Kiyomi Hester, Tom
, Richard Holden, Pat R.

on, Chip & Laurie Lee
s,Anne Jones, Mike & Jane
niuk, Bonnie Kimmel,
Krum, Terri Lawrence,

Leatherman,
d/Marguerite Lemmon,

LeValley, Betty Levitin,
Loebick, Loretta D. Lynch,
ary MacCallum, B. Warne

Marti, Joanie Martin, S . A.
n, Angie Martino, John
ffrey, Dorothy Boyle
kill, Dorothy Mendoza,
Milheim, S. K. Miller,

Robert Mitchell,
n Mitchell, Helen

e, Richard Morris, Brenda
n, Sharon Niedringhaus,
& Bonnie Olson, Kathy

s, Karen L. Paoli, Lorraine
er, Sylvia W. Pastor, John

, Pamela Pederson, Tom &
ra Peek, Dorothy Pennel,

& Sheila Perry, JoAnn &
Pfeiffer, A . Cummings & P.
Sally Prinzmetal, Joe &

Sandi Renati, Ann J. Richard, Mel
Richars, Claudia Rico, John W.
Robinson, Nelle E. Rodrick,
Adrianna Rodrigues, Betty Rose,
Fay Rosenlieb, Carole Rowley,
Nancy Sage, William L . Sands,
James & Elizabeth Scherfee,
Beverly Schroeder, Adele
Shediak, Glenn Shellcross,
Harold D . Simons, Dayle Smidt,
Bill & Kathleen Smith, Karen
Smith, Mark Smith, Phyllis
Smith, Jean Snuggs, K . Joseph
Snyder, Kathy Stanford, Bonnie
Steuble, Joyce Stevens, Tess
Stevens, T. Lancaster & C . Stokes,
Ruth Sutter, Edward & Joyce
Sweeney, Joyce Swisher, Jim &
Carolyn Taggart, Ray & Sandra
Tjader, Dwight H . Tracy, Barry
D . & Adele U ' Ren, Linda-Lee B.
Uhde, Tim VanEck, Ronald &
Rolline Vestal, Anne Warner, Ron
& M . A. Webster, Chris & Teri
Wills, Renee Wing, Betty C.
Wong, Doug Wood, Karen
Woodbeck, Shana Woodfield,
Ruth K. Yount, Howard Ziff

Craig Alexander, Donald W.
Benedict, Jeffrey Brody, Mr . &
Mrs . Patrick Cahill, Elizabeth
Carpino, David Ecsery, Mizuho
Fijinoki, Cheryl Foster, Karen
Ganschow, Dani Goulding,
Charmy Harker, Barbara J.
Hoffman, Elizabeth Hoffman,
Marjorie Hollinger, N . Paul
Kenworthy Jr., Terese Konz,
David & Sharon Lander, Linda
Liebermann, Paul John & Rosa
Lopez, Bob McCleary, Doug &
Ricki McGlashan, Georgia Prado,
M . Young & Nancy Rudman,
Rikki Selby, Karen L . Simmons,
Ruth E . Smith, Christine A.
Sorbo, Katsuaki Takamizawa,
Debbie Takara, Amy Umpleby,
Leslie Venners, Lorraine Pena
Villarreal, Jerry Walter, Robert
Walton, Kathleen Williams,
Wigay Wix, Ed & Carolyn Wood,
Damon & Guia Woods, Jean
Wright

-embers
Cindy & Joe Carroll, Yvonne
Felix & Glen Fickbohm, Donna
Griset, Eva Hayward-George,
G .F. & Viola Herkes, Tim & Pilar
Mackley, Robert Manley, Lee

Marshall, Patty Meinzer, Lee &
Kitty Price, Fred Saunders, E.
Whitacre & B . Simmons, Edward
P. Wobber, Wendy Yager

Martha & Bart Brown, Mary Ann
Fitzgerald, B . J . Griffin, Julie
LeDoux, Patrick & Kathy Rider

Life Members
Carl & Dana Elder, Bruce &
Scottie Hart, Jim Whipple, Len
Wilkinson

Participating Life
Members
Gay Abarbanell

Dr. Neil Badham—England,
Heiko Bremicker—Germany,
Tamaki Hashimoto—Japan,
Peter Hill—Australia, Nobutomo
Kutami—Japan, Esther Lane—
England, Shinichirou
Nakamura—Japan, Chinatou
Ohira—Japan

Recent Donations to YA
Orange Tree Productions, Real
Music, Pete Ryan, Paul & Edith
Simonson

In memory of Eleanor Andrews:

Elizabeth King, Betty Ann
Slaughter

In memory of Kathleen Atkinson:
Neil & Elizabeth Lark, The Rusin
Family

In memory of Rod Collier: Mary
Collier

In memory of Muriel Janetsky:
May B. Mahler

In memory of Daniel L. Rex
Kahler: Joan Burroughs, Stan
& Grace Evans, John &, Diane
Fourton, Polly Kidd, Janey Willis

In memory of Eva Lee:

Robert W. Lee

In memory ofJohn Oliphant:
Les & Susan Mann

In memory of Carl Sharsmith:
Gary Muerle

In memory of Edna Wainscott:
The Hettinga Family

Jerry Uelsmann



Yosemite Association
Post Office Box 230
El Portal, CA 95318

Address correction requested

Non-profit Organizatiot
U .S . POSTAGE PAIL
YOSEMITE ASSOCIATIO.

ASSOCIATON

Bio3ciences Library
Univ . of California
Berkeley, C 94720

MEMBER BENEFITS YOSEMITE ASSOCIATION

As a member of the Yosemite Association, you will enjoy Board of Trustees President

the following benefits : Lennie Roberts, Steven P. Medley
Chairman

* Yosemite, the Association journal, published on a quar- Sales
William Alsup Patricia Wight, Mahal

terly basis; Allen Berrey Ann Gushue, Assistm:r
" A 15% discount on all books, maps, posters, calendars, Robert C . Eckart Wendy Vittands,

Chris Gallerypublications stocked for sale by the Association; Warehouse Manager
Christina A . Holloway

*A 10% discount on most of the field seminars con- Kathleen Orr Seminars
ducted by the Association in Yosemite National Park ; David Robertson Penny Otwell,

" The opportunity to participate in members ' meetings Anne Schneider Coordinator

Thomas J . Shephard Lou Carter, Assistant
and volunteer activities held throughout the year ;

Phyllis Weber Accounting
* A Yosemite Association decal ; and Daniel Wolfus Claire Haley,

Gary C. Fraker, Bookkeeper/Office
Ex officio Manager

Supporting Member: A selection of 8 handsome Martha Brown, Sharron Law, Cashi:
notecards and envelopes featuring beautiful Ex officio

photographs of Yosemite ; Jeffery C . Lapham, Membership
Holly Warner,

Contributing Member: A handsome Yosemite Association Ex officio
Coordinator

mug in burgundy or forest green ;
Elvira Nishkian,

Connie Nielson,Ex officio

Centennial Member : A copy of the award-winning video, Barbara J . Griffin, Assistant

Yosemite: The Fate of Heaven ; NPS Representative Secretary
Rick Smith, Anne Steed

Life Member: Matted color photograph by Howard
NPS Representative

Weamer of "Half Dome—Storm Light ; " and Yosemite Guide
Editor

Participating Life Member: Ansel Adams Special Edition
print of " Yosemite Valley—Thunderstorm ."

Kristina Rylands

is published quarterly for members of the Yosemite Association . It is edited by Holly Warner and produced by Robin Weiss Graphic Design . Copyright

Yosemite Association. Submission of manuscripts, photographs, and other materials is welcomed . E-mail can be sent to: YOSE_Yosemite_AssociationA

Website : http://yosemite .org

	

Cover photos : frog by Rosalie Larue ; iris by Larry Ulrich from Wildflowers of California

Please enroll me in the Yosemite Association as a . . .
Name (please print):

Address :

State/Zip:City:

Daytime phone number:

Enclosed is a check for:

Or charge credit card number : expires:

Mail to : Yosemite Association, PO Box 230, El Portal, CA 95318 . 209/379-2646

Join the Yosemite Association
You can help support the work of the Yosemite

Association by becoming a member . Revenues

generated by the Association 's activities are used to

fund a variety ofNational Park Service programs

in Yosemite . Not only does the Yosemite

Association publish and sell literature and maps, it

sponsors field seminars, the park 's Art Activity

Center, the Wilderness Center, and the Ostrander

Lake Ski Hut.

A critical element in the success of the

Association is its membership . Individuals and

families throughout the country have long sup-

ported the Yosemite Association through their

personal commitments . Won 't you join us in our

efforts to make Yosemite an even better place?

MOVING?
If you are moving or have recently moved, don't forget
to notify us. You are a valued member of the Association,
and we'd like to keep in touch with you.

Yore!life

_Regular Member $25

_Supporting Member $35

_Contributing Member $50

Centennial Member $100

Life Member $500

Participating Life Member $1,000

International Member $35

_To add a spouse/partner $5 .



Digitized by
Yosemite Online Library

http ://www.yosemite .ca .us/library

Dan Anderson
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